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this position paper on the native land claims and relatedelated

matters was started before the goldberg withdrawal which this
writer thinks does not necessarily harm the nativesjustnatives just cause and
possibly will help it even a possible delay may be helpfulhelpfilil by
projecting a solution to the 6electionlection year of 1970 and by giving the
state of alaska and its natives more time to formulatef6rmulate polpolicyicyaandnd
to achieve badly needed unity of purposepu raposerpose and memethodsithodasithodsithods

with rapid economic and political development based on the
nationwidenation widewidi interest in our rusotiresotiresourcesacesrces which is pressuring us from
all sides it is my hope to contribute whataf littlefit tife I1 can to a better
future foror all alaskansalaskasAlaskans the early inhabitantsinhabiiantsas as well as immigrantsi
who came to love this great land letut ushop&ourug hopa our children will not
live as servants to colonial reresourcesource exploitation

my wife and I1 and our eight alaska born children and their
children to come have tribal rights and land claims dating back
fifteen hundred yyearsbears if id married an alaska native woman my
children would have two sets of tribal rights the alaskan set being
the less secure of the two

the swiss rights they can never lose as long as thetheir offspring
are registered not in switzerland as such but in my particular
tribal community for in switzerland even a foreigner does not
become a citizen of the country but of a sometimes very small
community and so automatically becomes a swiss just as if
a tibetan went to tronektyonek noatak or minto got accepted into the
tribe and became thus a US citizen you can see that I11 came by
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my notions of democracy and local government and the honest
way

A few historic facts on land rights will highlight and sharpen
some of the problems and solutions confronting us in the fourth
century a shaky roman empire invited the warlikewar like burgundiansBurgund ians
from northern europe to settle in that part of roman gaul which
is now southeastern france next to switzerland in burgundy
they were to help fight off their more barbarous cousins from the
north and for this service were given by contract one third of the
arable land and large tracts of empty mountains with all rights to
which arrangement the romanizedwomanizedRomanized celtic inhabitants had little to
say

A hundred years later my german speaking forefathers fought
their way up from the baltic into the roman province of helvetia
north of the alps they were a rough barbaric and heathen lot who
kept their common law and language to this day by right of con-
quest they took two thirds of the land they did not kill off the
old inhabitants nor did these barbarians take ALL the land

the point I1 am trying to make is thain my particular opinion
alaskasalanskas early inhabitants are far too modest not to say timid in
their claims it is only two hundred years since the russian inva-
sion one hundred years since the Aaneamericanrican intrusion and at this
moment over 90 per cent of the population are natives living on
over 90 per cent of this states land they should have ALL of
that I1 mean it mineral rights and all and cash compensation lost
or ceded A settlement along these lines would put america on the
map as a symbol of justice and hope for all of this earths down-
trodden

this position should be the beginning of any bargaining I1
realize that although alaskasalanskas natives comprise a quarter of the
states inhabitants they constitute a very small percentage of
americas total population and it is the power elite of america
who wants and needs alaskasalanskas riches what compromise could be
deemed reasonablereasonable77 the natives in their collective wisdom and
effort will have to decide this with some of us later inhabitants
cheering from the sidelines

half of the states land with all mineral and oil rights for the
natives and at least one quarter of the mineral and oil rights on the
balance or one quarter of all the land with all the rights propor-
tional to the population and half the rights on the balance would
seem worth talking about all this balance with a few hundred
million dollars for compensation over a period of five to ten years

you might ask me why all this interest and generosity of
yours disregarding moral aspects or my sense ofjusticeofjustice basedenbasedpnbased on
historic studies let me mention a motive to easier understand
self interest I1 am convinced and inm this I1 am not the only non-
native alaskan that our problemsproblem5 of welfare and continuing rural
alien and native poverty will only be eliminated as festering tax-
eating sores if the natives themselves are enabled to massively
remedy these ills

my association with natives overtoeovertheovovererthethe years and e speciallyespeciajlyespecially this
last yearinyear in connection withoeo programs has shown me that the
natives are perfectly able andwillingand willing todoto do this


